
ONE MORNING  

 

 

Miniature Chinese noblemen people the silk pajamas  

I bought at the top of an escalator. 

 

King Kong ripped up my dream he wouldn t take No  

(that quick fix) for an answer. 

 

This morning the snow is going, as Russians say. 

 

Police are murdering Buddhist monks in the streets of Burma.  

When worse comes to worst,  

how will I behave? 

 

My strut stiffens to spilled glue. 

Does water ache when throttled in a bottle? 

 

Poets and fading politicians  

scheme to paper the audience with enthusiasts.  

 

Old joke, still funny: off-the-boat father confessor  

cautions the masturbator  

his sins add-a up-a   

 

It s too late now to take back the words or stop  

the inquiry.  

 

My son says he s hemorrhaging money; he is being 

sculpted by money gushing around him. 

 

Peekaboo and hide-and-seek, still in my bag of tricks  

to tell the truth (which I must try to do). 

 

Flatline or comeback rally?  

 



A few dawdlers along the path may be deities in drag.  

Huddle with trolls on the footbridge, brush off  

the shroud, sing louder. 

 

 

  



SO MUCH TO FORGET  

 

 

So many details dropped into  shambolic 

boxes and forgotten.  

 

Brand name of the vacuum cleaner (red bag) 

I pushed in a former decade   

      (Kirby) 

 

Latin word for fatty rumps natural to Bushman,  

Khoikhoi, Paleolithic Venus   

      (steatopygia) 

 

Total number of nuclear warheads our country  

is hoarding  

      (7,200) 

 

 

 

  



THIS NOT THAT 

 

 

Talking heads (blah blah blah) in suit or burnoose;  

polar bears headed south; the histrionic  

hacking off of heads Not that, the poem says.  

My mother s hands were a century old when last  

she played the piano Resist counting backwards  

the broken stairs. I show the child a baby snail  

sliming the puckered skin of a cherry tomato.  

 he says his innocent consideration  

of each original thing. Not the child either.  

Packed on a train out of Mumbai, distance  

measured in millimeters, an Indian in a cheap suit  

eases his thigh against mine. Not   

betel-nut lips, but a song that comes on the wave  

of your next breath. 

 

 

  



WEATHER REPORT 

 

 

 you think, flushed by sunrise, that farmers  

and oldsters talking and talking of weather 

were shirking the true body?  

But weather s vagaries open in us  

the quasi-sexual presence of possibility.  

Wind picks up the daybreak drag of the sun s  

helium lungs; Cinderella scoops up  

the hem of her ball gown and makes a run  

for the pumpkin. More and more  

you put your trust in rogue elements  not  

in Kansas anymore. This is the perilous  

edge where total eclipse bleeds into magical  

thinking: a mystic dreams up a fix  

for Fukushima; microbial flashmobs gobble  

cancers and toxins; a bolt from the blue  

reconfigures human nature and blood flows  

to sweet wine in the streets. The Beast  

in his tempest of muscle and fur entreats his Beauty:  

Love the thing you do not, and be free. 

 

 

 

      


